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WE LOVE WHAT 
WE DO

Every English Rose kitchen 
comes with something we’re 
confident you’ll never need.

We guarantee that your kitchen cabinets will be 
free from defects in materials and workmanship  
for a full 20 years.

We also cover your doors and selected accessories  
for 15 years, so you can enjoy your new kitchen 
with complete confidence.

20
Y E A R
G U A R A N T E E
on all cabinets,  

hinges & drawer boxes
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WE LOVE WHAT 
WE DO

WE LOVE WHAT WE DO
All of the English Rose team share a common goal, to do things well, and 
in doing so, create carefully crafted kitchens that, in a world of rush and 
expendability, are skilfully designed and built to last.

We have a love for detail and perfection and we are dedicated to creating 
the consummate kitchen for our customers, with enthusiasm and passion, 
every day. Our enjoyment of the design process and the creativity we put 
into each part of your kitchen lends itself to the quality of the final product.

We love what we do and we are looking forward to sharing this journey 
with you. 

WE KNOW YOU 
WILL TOO
We know the purchases you make for your home 
come from the heart, so it is important to choose 
the right kitchen that reflects your lifestyle and 
personality. Traditionally, when we think of a kitchen 
we see it as a cooking area, but at English Rose we 
believe it is much more than that.

Planning your kitchen should be a unique and 
enjoyable experience, and we aim to pay the same 
care and attention we give all our designs to your 
latest home adventure. It is our goal that you will 
have a sense of excitement and emotion about your 
kitchen that will strengthen over time - that it will 
become a place where families gather, friends are 
treasured, and memories are made.

4

As Britain’s leading supplier of quality kitchens we have enjoyed continued growth for over 
25 years. Our state-of-the-art factory and manufacturing capabilities guarantee that we 
provide you with the quality and service you deserve. We make it our mission to provide 
the stability and reassurance required in today’s uncertain market, and hold vast quantities 
of stock to ensure continued supply, with no hold-ups. 
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COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND
Our deposit guarantee scheme offers you peace of  
mind and certainty when you purchase a kitchen 
from any of our approved retailers.

If your retailer ceases to trade before delivery of  
your furniture order, we will guarantee to supply 
your kitchen furniture at the quoted price.

Therefore, you can rest easy knowing that once  
you have paid your deposit, your kitchen furniture  
is secure, no matter what happens.

D
EPO

SIT GUARAN
TE

E

D
EP

OSIT GUARANTEEDGBritish design is recognised the world 
over for innovation and creativity.

Our range of quality kitchens are robust 
and durable, and manufactured using 
the finest materials, in our purpose built 
factory.

Our kitchens have been awarded the  
Made in Britain status.

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS,  
THE COUNTESS 
OF WESSEX

Our warehouse and office 
complex was officially opened  
by Her Royal Highness the 
Countess of Wessex, GCVO, 
taking the factory footprint to 
405,000 sq ft.

WE LOVE WHAT 
WE DO

7
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PLANNING 
YOUR KITCHEN

PLANNING YOUR KITCHEN

Often cooking is no longer the responsibility 
of one person in the modern household. 
Because many families now might have 
more than one cook operating at a time, the 
points of the triangles are now likely to be 
‘working zones’ (the cooking, cleaning, prep 
and storage zone).

It is best not to focus on the triangle, but to 
think about how your family moves around 
the kitchen. You will then find out which 
layout works best for you, and the ‘zoning’ 
will fall into place of its own accord.

IS THE TRIANGLE BEING OBTUSE

How do you use a kitchen? Do you like to 
entertain, or do you sit down as a family for 
a meal every evening? Do you need areas for 
the kids to do their homework, or a space 
that can be used as an office area? All these 
things should be taken into consideration, 
and your kitchen layout should be designed 
to perfectly fit your lifestyle. 

Check out the shape of your kitchen - it will 
probably fit into one of the categories below. 
Use this list as a guide when searching for 
inspiration.

• The galley layout
• The L-shaped layout
• The U-shaped layout
• The island layout
• The peninsula layout
• The one-wall kitchen

LET YOUR HABITS  
DICTATE YOUR LAYOUT

To make full use of one of the most 
important rooms in your home, consider 
all the elements that will make this space 
work best for you.

Give yourself plenty of counter space to 
prep and allow more freedom while you 
cook. Don’t clutter your countertops - hide 
everything away in nifty storage spaces with 
envy inducing pantry units and pull-out 
wirework.

Plan integrated appliances for a clean, 
streamlined look and position them for 
optimum performance. Anything that makes 
your life easier is always a plus.

CONVENIENCE COMES FIRST

Analysing what you currently have in your 
existing kitchen versus what you need and 
want from your new kitchen design is the 
most important step. What appliances or 
luxury gadgets do you desire? Make a list of 
everything you’ve always wanted. 

You can include more intangible ideas on 
this list that will help your designer get a 
feel for what you need. Do you prefer a 
cosy cottage style, or modern minimalism? 
Or even a mix of both?

Search online for inspiration. Magazines 
and brochures are useful resources too, 
furnishing you with the latest kitchen 
ideas. The more you see, the more you’ll 
understand the style of kitchen you prefer 
and what will suit your home.

WHAT’S ON YOUR WISHLIST?

Do you want it to complement the style or 
period of your home or contrast it? To match 
the decor of your other rooms, or to stand out? 
What style of units do you want to go for? How 
will you use colour or bring texture into the 
room with materials? 

All these questions can only be answered by 
you personally - so let your imagination run 
free (with a little guidance from the experts, of 
course), and check out the following pages in this 
brochure for a little more inspiration.

EXPRESS YOURSELF

The kitchen triangle was based 
on the three main work areas: 
the sink, the refrigerator, and 
the stove. The purpose of the 
kitchen triangle was to allow 
you to move easily between 
working areas of the kitchen.
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LET US  
INSPIRE YOU

I’ve always loved ENGLISH 
ROSE kitchens. They’re 
stylish, last forever and are 
beautifully made. Their 
colours are such a great 
way to express personality 
and can make your kitchen 
unique. 

Dame Prue Leith DBE,  
English Rose Ambassador  

LET US INSPIRE YOU
Although all-white kitchens still remain as popular as ever,  
a dash of colour can lend a new lease of life to your kitchen. 

Recently, a move towards natural and organic tones, colours 
and textures has become increasingly popular. Greens and 
warm neutrals combined with natural wood elements, such as 
oak and walnut are taking the kitchen world by storm.

Steel Blue, Cove Blue and Spitfire Blue, from our painted range, 
create a calming, relaxed atmosphere for a Zen kitchen space.

17 DOOR STYLES | 22 PAINTED COLOURS | 374 WAYS TO MIX & MATCH

Our comprehensive range of colours, inspired by nature, allows you to  
mix and match to create a truly bespoke feel to your new kitchen.

10
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GREAT DOORS DON’T JUST GROW ON TREES
Well they do, actually, but as well as that they are designed, crafted and manufactured with skill, judgement and consideration.

We are very aware, as a business, of our impact on the environment and are making it our mission to reduce that impact as much as possible. 

As well as being Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified, we now incinerate any waste that cannot be recycled,  
which in turn creates energy, thus eliminating the need for landfill.

We have also introduced a range of doors that are made from 100% recycled wood.

MODERN

SLEEK 

STYLISH 

EFFORTLESS

MODERN 

STREAMLINED

URBANE

REFINED 

100%
RECYCLED
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

14

CREATING YOUR  
MODERN KITCHEN

A modern kitchen design generally consists 
of open spaces, minimalist features, and 
simple styling, offering a sleek space for you 
to relax and entertain. This style allows for a 
bit of rule-breaking, giving you the freedom 
to follow personal preferences and trends.

For an elegant, orderly look, hiding clutter 
is important, particularly in open plan 
layouts. Make sure you have plenty of clever 
storage options, combined with integrated 
appliances, for a clean, fuss free finish. 

HANDLELESS  
OPTIONS

CREATIVE COLOURS  
& FINISHES

CLEAN LINES &  
A NATURAL TOUCH

One of the great benefits of handleless 
options is that they suit most 
contemporary or classic kitchen styles, 
creating an effortlessly smooth look. 
A handleless look can be achieved by 
using our Fusion range of doors.

It can be an ideal choice for open-plan 
kitchens, as brass wear can interrupt 
the flow between zones, making the 
change between the kitchen and 
relaxing areas seem harsh and obvious.

Simple and understated, the 
contemporary kitchen utilises high 
functionality and streamlined surfaces 
for a dramatic flair, but with a style 
that often incorporates traditional 
ideas for a more homely, welcoming 
feel.

Choose a look and layout that suits 
your lifestyle, taking you from elegant 
dinner parties with friends to breakfast 
with the kids.

Contemporary kitchens exude 
personality and let homeowners 
express themselves through the use 
of different materials. 

For a sophisticated, modern kitchen, 
think about layering an eclectic mix 
of materials, colours and finishes. 
Differences in texture and style can 
be effective in creating an exciting 
scheme with plenty of points of 
interest. 
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

16

SUPER MATT
COTTON & CLAY

Quartz Cotton MarineFlintClay Jet

These stunningly simple slab doors in 
a smooth, super matt finish are the 
ultimate in contemporary cool.

The subtle, muted appearance creates a 
sense of refined luxury and understated 
elegance. Lighter colours give a feeling 
of radiance and spaciousness, whereas 
darker tones exude an intense richness.

Create a crisp, modern look with 
Cotton & Clay. Dark wood accents and 
an abundance of plants soften the look, 
adding a natural, relaxed feel.

ABOUT THIS  KITCHEN

SUPER MATT DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

Super Matt Marine & Quartz
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

18

SUPER MATT WITH WALNUT
JET

INTRODUCING OUR RANGE OF RECYCLED DOORS

100%
RECYCLED

Artstone Dark Artstone Light WalnutSylvan Oak

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Stylish, sleek, unabashedly bold - this striking 
pairing will create a refined and atmospheric 
feel. Uber cool slab kitchen in Super Matt Jet 
adds drama to the space, whilst the silky sheen 
of Walnut dark wood adds subtle texture and 
sophistication. Dramatic worktops and gold 
accessories add a touch of glamour.

Made from recyclable 
wood collected from all 
over Europe, which is 
upcycled through an eco-
friendly process, creating 
a specialist wooden panel 
that is 100%  
recycled.
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

For a sleek, urbane elegance pair the warmth of 
Walnut with the raw industrial feel of Artstone Dark. 
Both these doors are from our 100% recycled range.

ARTSTONE DARK & WALNUT

20

100%
RECYCLED

THE MODERN INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN

Industrial style kitchens are simple, utilitarian spaces where raw  
materials and tough fixtures and finishes take centre stage - think of 
surfaces like concrete and steel, exposed brick and plenty of open space. 
Look for materials such as wood and natural fabrics for finishing touches.
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

22

ARTSTONE LIGHT & OPACO PAINTED 
ARCTIC

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

For a modern kitchen that embodies a cool, industrial look, match Arctic 
Opaco doors with the durability of Artstone Light. The variations in shade 
and texture offer an industrial style and functionality that will stand the test 
of time, and remain a perfect choice for years to come.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

24

COOL SCANDI VIBES

It’s easy to see why the Scandi style kitchen 
has proved so popular. With effortless style 
and usable functionality, teamed with a soft 
and calm ambience, you can’t help but feel 
like your kitchen is the warm, welcoming hub 
of your home.

Clean lines paired with tactile surfaces and 
cosy textures are essential elements required 
to create your perfect Scandi kitchen.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

This soothing colour palette of Botanical 
Green and Sylvan Oak creates a calm, cosy 
and inviting kitchen. Sleek Opaco paired 
with the homely, tactile quality of Sylvan Oak 
delivers a natural, harmonious space.

100%
RECYCLED

SYLVAN OAK WITH OPACO PAINTED 
BOTANICAL GREEN

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

26

SUPER GLOSS 
WHITE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The high gloss surface of Super 
Gloss White offers a sleek, 
lustrous finish for your kitchen. 

The reflective surface is great 
for bringing light into a smaller 
kitchen, making a room feel more 
spacious.

Keep it clean and clinical, or mix 
with a colour for a more relaxed, 
welcoming feel.

Gloss White Gloss Ivory

Gloss Grey

Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Light Grey

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

With a choice of five popular colours the 
Logica door is the perfect choice for  
any modern kitchen. 

Available in a choice of five popular colours, 
the cool grey tones shown here offer a 
versatile option as a base for a range of colour 
schemes, perfected to suit your home.

LOGICA
LIGHT GREY

LOGICA DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

Logica Grey
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The Affinity is a statement kitchen style combining a slab 
door with a recessed handle. This profile creates a twist 
on the usual slab door, but still provides the uncluttered 
finish of a handleless kitchen.

Layer natural colours and textures, like New England 
Oak, with subtle tints and raw finishes for a warm and 
welcoming space that, whilst still contemporary, creates 
plenty of artistic impact.

28

AFFINITY PAINTED
CASHMERE WITH CONTEMPORARY NEW ENGLAND OAK

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

Grey LimestoneWhite Graphite Indigo Blue

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

This minimalist door, with a chamfered edge, is the practical,  
yet ultramodern choice for innovative kitchen designs and creates  
a clean, fresh, streamlined kitchen.

The sleek and unfussy design of the Oblique door fits elegantly in any 
modern kitchen. Shown here in the gloss finish, which is perfect for  
any busy family kitchen.

OBLIQUE GLOSS DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

30

OBLIQUE GLOSS 
WHITE & INDIGO BLUE
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

This minimalist door, with a 
chamfered edge is the practical 
yet ultramodern choice for 
innovative kitchen designs 
and creates a clean, fresh, 
streamlined kitchen.

Available in 22 painted colours, 
you can express yourself 
however you feel - whether  
it’s bold and dramatic, or 
subtle and refined - the choice 
is yours!

32 PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

OBLIQUE PAINTED
BRITISH RACING GREEN

Oblique Painted Anthracite
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

Grey CashmereLight Grey AnthraciteLimestoneWhite Ivory

FUSION DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

ABOUT THIS  KITCHEN

The clever J-pull door, with the handle 
integrated into the door design, makes  
this handleless door easy to use, ensuring  
a clean run of sleek styled units.

Minimalist styling, and a glossy finish, 
creates a modern home space with 
elegant lines.

Fusion White

34

FUSION 
GREY
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

36

FUSION PAINTED
SPITFIRE BLUE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The clever J-pull door, with the handle 
integrated into the door design, makes  
this handleless door easy to use, ensuring  
a clean run of sleek styled units.

Available in 22 painted colours, this  
door looks cool and contemporary in  
a dramatic colour like Spitfire Blue, 
warmed with natural wood tones and 
tactile accessories.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

Fusion Painted Limestone
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MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.

38

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Opaco is the perfect kitchen 
for any modern home, with 
a simple, elegant design that 
offers effortless functionality. 

The Opaco range looks great 
when you combine strong 
colours to create dramatic 
effect. Discreet handles and 
minimalist styling always looks 
simple and elegant.

OPACO PAINTED
INDIGO BLUE & LIMESTONE

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ZEST
CASHMERE

White

Cashmere

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Zest doors are the epitome of fresh, minimalist design. The gloss finish gives your kitchen an  
ultra-modern look, and the easy to clean surfaces are a bonus in a busy household. 

ZEST DOORS AVAILABLE  
IN THESE COLOURS



MODERN
Sleek designs for lovers of  
the minimalist look.
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CONTEMPORARY
GRAPHITE

Contemporary White Oak

Smooth Light Grey Smooth Cashmere Smooth Graphite Sand OakWhite Oak New England Oak

CONTEMPORARY DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

40

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Contemporary doors are perfect 
for creating a streamlined, modern 
look. Choose from one of our 
popular colours, shown below, and 
pair with a wood effect door, to add 
depth, character and contrast to a 
room.

Contemporary New England Oak

White Oak and  
New England Oak  
are available in  
horizontal and  
vertical grain.
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ELEGANT

AGELESS

WELCOMING

RELAXED

CHARACTER

PRACTICAL

NATURAL

Shake(r) it up

The speed of today’s society means that we’re used to things  
becoming obsolete within a few years, if not months or days. 

The Shaker door was originally designed around 1850. It has been a well loved 
classic for hundreds of years and looks to continue for a few more. 

So, if you’re unsure about the staying power of the Shaker style - you can rest 
assured that your English Rose Shaker kitchen will stand the test of time!

19.5

a22
.5

a

SHAKER
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

44

CREATING YOUR  
SHAKER KITCHEN

Our timelessly elegant Shaker doors 
come in a huge range of finishes and 
designs, so you’re guaranteed to find 
a style that will suit your home and 
lifestyle perfectly.

The design of these classic doors 
emphasises their functionality and high-
quality craftsmanship, providing you 
with a kitchen that will look superb and 
perform beautifully for years to come.

VINTAGE OR  
MODERN (OR BOTH)

THE FINISHING  
TOUCHES

AN INVITING  
ATMOSPHERE

The classic design of the Shaker 
kitchen creates a timeless appeal for 
any home, from contemporary chic  
to country cottage.

Whether you choose a traditional 
look with rustic wooden flooring, 
glossy tiles and antique-style lighting, 
or a more modern design with 
touches of industrial-inspired features 
and minimal decoration, you can 
produce the ultimate hub of the 
home to suit you and your family.

To create a cosy, yet functional space, 
carefully layer task lighting, ambient 
lighting, and accent lighting to make 
your kitchen feel inviting. Pendant, 
zone, shelf and under cabinet lighting 
should all be considered before your 
kitchen is built to allow for electricity 
being wired correctly.

Remember to keep that clutter at 
bay! Keep worktops clear by planning 
useful storage spaces, so your kitchen 
is always relaxed and inviting.

How you accessorise your Shaker 
kitchen will define the final feel of  
the space and make if truly yours. 

Add sleek gold taps and handles 
for a pop of luxurious colour, whilst 
worktops can be granite or quartz to 
offer practicality and style.

Experiment with colours and 
materials to give your kitchen a 
completely personal look. Go bold 
and dramatic, or sophisticated and 
neutral - the choice is all yours.
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

Indigo Blue Light GreyLimestone Graphite

SOVEREIGN DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

46

SOVEREIGN 
LIMESTONE & INDIGO BLUE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The bold contrast of Indigo Blue against 
Limestone gives a contemporary edge to this 
narrow framed Shaker kitchen. Along with 
industrial style open shelving and unfussy 
handles, creating a modern masterpiece is 
almost effortless.

Give yourself plenty of storage space with 
a Butler’s Pantry to clear away all those 
awkward odds and ends. Keep open plan 
kitchens neat and tidy for a space that’s 
welcoming and relaxed.
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A clean, elegant style 
with a contemporary 
twist on a traditional 
Shaker door. With its 
sleek narrow frame and 
subtle woodgrain f inish, 
this kitchen, painted in 
Spitf ire Blue, is bound to 
get noticed.

48

SOVEREIGN PAINTED 
SPITFIRE BLUE

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The Sovereign Shaker door 
has a graceful narrow frame 
and subtle woodgrain finish.

Nature’s coastal tones bring 
a sense of tranquillity and 
harmony to your space for a 
relaxed, calming atmosphere. 
Opt for some open shelving or 
stylish seating in a wood-effect 
finish for warmth and texture.

Complete the scheme with a 
luxurious touch of gold for an 
eclectic look. The understated 
tone of Cove Blue accentuates 
the luxury of the gold finish.

SOVEREIGN PAINTED
COVE BLUE
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

This narrow framed Shaker door in a 
painted finish lends itself to a variety of 
looks and styles. The simple elegance 
can be dressed in either a modern, or 
traditional manner by careful choices with 
hardware and accessories.

50

STERLING PAINTED
GRAPHITE

Sterling Painted Limestone & British Racing Green

HANDLE  
WITH CARE

The style of handle you  
put on a door can completely 
change the look of a kitchen. 
Take care to pick the handle 
that reflects the look you want 
to achieve.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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SIGNATURE PAINTED
ANTHRACITE & LIGHT GREY

FUSION SHAKER 
GLOSS WHITE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The quintessential Shaker door with a glossy modern twist. Crisp, clean white never dates, 
and paired with warming wood and bold painted walls, creates a stunning, yet practical kitchen.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

This streamlined version of 
the original Shaker design, 
with a narrower frame and 
a smooth finish, creates a 
contemporary look to a tried 
and tested classic.

SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

53
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

CashmereWhite Ivory

Light Grey Indigo Blue Graphite

MODA 
INDIGO BLUE & LIGHT GREY

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Available in a choice of six popular 
colours, the versatile Moda 
door has a smooth, clean finish 
and elegant lines. Match with a 
streamlined modern handle for  
an updated look.

54

MODA DOORS AVAILABLE IN THESE COLOURS

Moda Ivory & Cashmere
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

MODA PAINTED
LIGHT GREY & BOTANICAL GREEN

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS56

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The timeless design of 
the Moda door had been 
given a modern touch, 
with contemporary taps 
and accessories, whilst the 
natural colours are soft and 
relaxing.

Moda Heather with Shaker Sand Oak.
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

58

CONCEPT PAINTED 
LIMESTONE & ANTHRACITE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The Concept kitchen can 
be defined as an modern 
take on the conventional 
Shaker. The unique styling 
incorporates the handle 
into the frame, thus 
allowing the elegance of a 
Shaker kitchen - with the 
contemporary look of a 
handleless door.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

Concept Oxford Blue & Light Grey
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

An attractive, versatile Shaker kitchen featuring a striking five piece door 
design in a stylish Ivory woodgrain-effect finish.

SHAKER IVORY

SHAKER PAINTED 
WHITE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Looking clean and 
contemporary in painted 
white, this Shaker kitchen is 
a modern classic. Knurled 
gold handles and wood 
effect shelving create 
points of interest, without 
detracting from the 
understated elegance of 
this kitchen.

60 PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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SHAKER WOOD PAINTED 
LIMESTONE & BRITISH RACING GREEN

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A solid timber kitchen, featuring 
five piece doors, epitomises the 
craftsmanship, durability and attention 
to detail of the Shaker kitchen. 

Available in a variety of shades, you  
can mix and match colours to create  
the perfectly balanced style for you.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

CLASSIC PAINTED
ANTHRACITE & LIMESTONE

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

The Classic kitchen has smooth painted one-piece doors 
and lovely attention to detail in a classic Shaker style. 

Available in a range of 22 painted colours  
for you to add your personal touch.

63

SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.
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SHAKER
A timeless symbol of quality 
and craftsmanship.

64

SHAKER SAND OAK

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A stylish and elegant kitchen 
featuring timeless five-piece 
Shaker doors finished in a 
stunning woodgrain finish.

SHAKER SAND OAK WOOD

SHAKER LISSA OAK WOOD

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A naturally beautiful solid oak-framed Shaker kitchen 
with a veneered centre panel in a Sand Oak finish.

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Striking solid oak frames and naturally warm Lissa Oak make a big 
statement in this Shaker style kitchen. Not only beautiful, they’re 
sturdy and built to last.
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TRADITIONAL
Elegant features created for  
traditional refinement.

66

REFINED

HERITAGE

DISTINCTIVE

COSY

INVITING

CULTURAL

LAVISH

COLOURS INSPIRED  
BY NATURE

22 VERSATILE PAINTED COLOURS

Having launched our brand-new paint and door collection,  
we are bringing an element of nature’s palette into homes,  
providing you with endless inspiration. TRADITIONAL
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TRADITIONAL
Elegant features created for  
traditional refinement.

68

CREATING YOUR  
TRADITIONAL KITCHEN

Our traditional range of kitchens are 
inspired by the aesthetics of the past, but 
built to function perfectly in today’s homes.

There is something undeniably welcoming 
about a traditional style kitchen, it is a 
space that just makes you feel safe, relaxed 
and content. Reminiscent of home cooked 
dinners and cosy chats round the range 
cooker, traditional kitchens stand the test  
of time - time and time again.

PRACTICALITY  
& ENDURANCE

LOVE (YOUR) 
ISLAND

ELEGANT ACCENT  
FEATURES

Traditional kitchens often feature 
door furniture that has a well-used 
look and might be in hammered metal 
or tarnished bronze. 

For a veritable kitchen icon, opt for 
a Butler’s sink, which offers both 
practicality and style. Pair with an 
ornate, retro tap for a real statement. 

A range cooker works perfectly to 
create a homely, cosy room. It will 
not only be functional  - it will be the 
jewel in your traditional kitchen.

Designed to blend in perfectly 
with the home’s original features. 
Immaculate detailing create a 
characterful feel. Feature mantels and 
shelving with corbels evoke a crafted 
vintage look.

Think about adding a glazed breakfast 
dresser or open shelves and displaying 
vintage china or copper pans to give a 
characterful appeal.

A kitchen island can serve a multitude 
of functions today, while still evoking 
traditional charm. They are perfect 
to gather around, whether that’s for 
a quick breakfast, a chat and a cup of 
tea, a homework session, or a glass of 
wine while dinner’s cooking.

Features like elegant pilasters and 
wood surfaces enhance the charming 
appeal of an island and make it the 
most popular hub of the home.
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STATELY SHAKER PAINTED
BOTANICAL GREEN

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A charming, traditional kitchen in a Shaker style with solid 
painted five-piece doors and a veneered centre panel with 
subtle beading detail.

It lends itself perfectly to creating kitchens with well loved 
dining and relaxing spaces that entice everyone in to enjoy 
its welcoming atmosphere.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

An in-frame effect door - that looks just as good 
as the real thing. The understated elegance of 
the Davenport door lends itself to suiting most 
colour schemes, so you can be sure that it will look 
immaculate in any of our 22 painted colours.

Davenport Cove Blue

DAVENPORT PAINTED
IVORY & BOTANICAL GREEN

72 PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A beautifully crafted painted Shaker style kitchen with solid ash 
frames and gently chamfered edges to the inner panel.

RICHMOND PAINTED 
SAGE GREY
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ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Our Heritage kitchen utilises a refined 
and beautifully crafted door with solid 
timber and a raised centre panel. This 
attention to detail provides additional 
depth to the appearance, adding an 
element of elegant luxury. 

Available in 22 painted colours, this 
kitchen in British Racing Green makes a 
bold statement, whilst retaining its sense 
of sophistication and refinement.

STATELY SHAKER PAINTED
ANTHRACITE & LIMESTONE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A painted woodrain effect Shaker style door, featuring beading detail on 
the veneered centre panel, with a painted solid timber frame.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

HERITAGE PAINTED
BRITISH RACING GREEN

74
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76 PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

ABBEY PAINTED
COVE BLUE, INDIGO BLUE & GRAPHITE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

Abbey Painted is a classic Shaker with 
a beaded centre panel in a smooth 
painted finish. Finished in shades of 
blue, this scheme is uplifting without 
being overpowering, Add depth to 
your space with darker blue lower 
cabinets and contrasting upper cabinets 
and walls. This is a great choice for 
adding a contemporary twist to 
traditional style kitchens.

ABBEY 
LIMESTONE

ABOUT THIS KITCHEN

A classic Shaker style door with a beaded centre panel in 
a smooth Limestone finish. Versatile and durable, with a 
timeless design and colour.
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Customise your kitchen with a contrasting 
or coordinating cabinet colour. Mix or match 
your door selection with our range of 11 
cabinet colours to create your individual 
kitchen style.

CHOOSE YOUR  
COLOUR

CHOOSE YOUR  
ACCESSORIES

CHOOSE YOUR DOOR

Once you’ve chosen your door, there 
are a number of elements to consider 
before making a colour choice.  
How much natural light do you have? 
Will it clash with the flooring?  
Will the colour you choose suit the 
rest of your home?

Not all your kitchen needs to be one 
colour. You can mix in a number of 
colours if you wish. Select a bold 
shade for a statement island or darker 
shades for a dramatic, yet cosy, space.

The key to long-term happiness with 
your newly-renovated kitchen is to 
find the style that suits you best.

Do you like sleek modernism or 
farmhouse chic? Is your home the 
epitome of urban cool or a cosy 
cottage?

Over the next few pages you will find 
a whole host of doors that can be 
tailored to suit your desired kitchen 
scheme perfectly.

Choosing the right accessories can 
help to enhance your scheme by 
adding character and colour. We have 
countless options to suit everything 
from classic to ultra-modern kitchens.

Check out our selection of handles, 
worktops, sinks and taps to complete 
your finished look and create the 
kitchen of your dreams.

DOORS

COLOURS

CABINETS

WORKTOPS

HANDLES

LIGHTING

SINKS

TAPSCHOOSE YOUR CABINET

CUSTOMISE
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Contemporary  
Gladstone Oak

Zest Gloss  
Cashmere

Zest Gloss 
White

Contemporary 
Light Grey

Contemporary 
Limestone

Contemporary 
Cashmere

Contemporary 
New England Oak

Contemporary 
White Oak

Contemporary 
Dark Blue

Contemporary 
Graphite

Contemporary 
Fjord

Contemporary 
Dusk Grey

Contemporary 
Sand Oak

Logica Gloss Ivory Logica Gloss White Logica Gloss Grey Logica Gloss 
Light Grey

100%
RECYCLED

100%
RECYCLED

100%
RECYCLED

100%
RECYCLED

Logica Gloss 
Cashmere

DOOR COLLECTION

CONTEMPORARY SLAB DOORS

Artstone Dark Artstone Light Sylvan Oak Walnut

Y E A R
G U A R A N T E E

on all doors and accessories

15
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Oblique Gloss 
Grey

Oblique Gloss  
Limestone

Oblique Gloss  
Indigo Blue

Oblique Gloss  
Graphite

Super Gloss White Super Matt Quartz Super Matt Cotton Super Matt Clay Super Matt Flint Super Matt Marine

Fusion Gloss  
Grey

Fusion Gloss 
Cashmere

Fusion Gloss 
Light Grey

Fusion Gloss
Anthracite

Fusion Gloss 
Limestone

Fusion Painted*

Fusion Gloss  
White

Fusion Gloss 
Ivory

Oblique Gloss 
White

Opaco Painted* Affinity Painted*

Oblique Painted*

Super Matt Jet

CONTEMPORARY SLAB DOORS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

* Available in a choice of on-trend painted colours.  
See our extensive colour palette on page 86.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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Moda Indigo Blue Moda GraphiteSand Oak Shaker Moda WhiteShaker Ivory Moda Ivory Moda Light Grey

Concept Painted*

Moda Cashmere

Classic Painted*Shaker Painted* Richmond  
Shaker Painted*

Shaker Wood 
Painted*

Fusion Shaker  
Gloss White

Shaker Lissa Oak  
Wood

Shaker Sand Oak  
Wood

Moda Painted*

Signature Painted* Sterling Painted*Sovereign 
Limestone

Sovereign  
Indigo Blue

Sovereign Light 
Grey

Sovereign 
Graphite

Sovereign Painted*

CLASSIC SHAKER DOORS

AbbeyStately Shaker*Davenport 
Painted*

Heritage Painted*Abbey Painted*

CRAFTED TRADITIONAL DOORS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
* Available in a choice of on-trend painted colours.  
See our extensive colour palette on page 86.

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS

PAINTED COLOUR OPTIONS
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SHOW YOUR TRUE  
COLOURS

LIGHTS

STATEMENT

GREYS

NEUTRALS

Arctic White Ivory Limestone

Light Grey Slate Graphite

HickorySandstoneCashmere

BLUE/GREENS Cove Blue Steel Blue Botanical 
Green

Spitfire Blue Sage Grey

DARKS Oxford Blue Indigo Blue Anthracite
British  
Racing  
Green

Turquoise Blush Heather

Shaker

Opaco

Classic

FusionSovereignDavenportRichmond

Shaker Wood

Stately Shaker Heritage

Concept

ObliqueAffinity

Abbey

Moda SignatureSterling

Each of the doors shown on the right can be painted in any of the colours below.  
The colour palette you choose will set the tone for your kitchen’s personality. Do you  
want your scheme to be warm or cool? Bold and lively, or tranquil and calm? All of the 
colours below make their own statement - it’s up to you what you want them to say. 
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All our cabinets are crafted 
to the highest standards of 
British manufacturing, Using 
the latest technology and 
quality components to help 
give you the perfect fit.

CABINETS YOUR KITCHEN 
YOUR COLOURS

Platinum White

Ivory Cashmere Lissa Oak

Gloss WhiteAluminium

Sand Oak

Graphite

Limestone White Oak

Light Grey

You can choose from  
a range of 11 cabinet  
finishes to contrast or 
coordinate with your door 
selection to create your 
individual kitchen style.

Cabinet features include:YEAR GUARANTEE
on all cabinets, hinges & drawer boxes20

• A choice of 11 colour cabinet interiors
• Constructed from high quality 18mm MFC
• Solid back panels for wall and base units
• Soft close hinges and drawers from GRASS

• Adjustable shelves with anti-tip shelf fittings
• Durable 1.3mm PVC edging
• Adjustable legs for fitting on uneven floors
• 50mm service void on 560mm deep void  

on base units
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LUXURY OAK DRAWER BOXES
Superior solid oak drawer boxes 
will add luxury to any kitchen.  
Drawers are constructed using the 
traditional dovetail joints, and fitted 
with GRASS® soft-close runners. 

Our kitchen quality is further 
enhanced by the precision 
drawer systems supplied by our 
partner GRASS.

DRAWER FEATURES

DRAWERS IMPACT

UNUSUAL

CREATIVE

ELEGANT

HARMONIOUS

FUNCTIONAL

INNOVATIVE

HANDLES

GRASS®  SCALA STONE Pan Drawer with rails. 

• Gentle and silent soft close motion prevents slamming  
of drawers and protects fingers.

• The contemporary GRASS Scala Stone drawer box 
colour complements our graphite cabinet colour option.

• Each drawer can carry up to 40kg whilst operating with  
a smooth easy opening action. 

• The runners are protected from dirt ingress, maintaining 
the smooth operation and fully extend for easy access to 
the back of the drawer.

• Drawer frontals are easily removed to make cleaning 
easier, without the need for tools. 

• With a clean ergonomic design, adjustment is on the 
inside of the drawer avoiding the need for plastic caps  
on the drawer sides. 

• Maximised storage space with straight internal  
drawer sides. 
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600 602 603 604 607 609

699 611 617 619 620 623

625 638 640 655 656 660

662 663 664 669 672 673

674 678 682 687 689 692

701 703 704 705 721 725
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727 731 733 735 737 738

739 746 748 750 756 762

763 764 768 770 772 774

776 778 779 780 781 782

783 784 785 786 787 788

790 792 794 796 797 798
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799 850 851 852 859 860

853 855 857 864 865 866

867 868 869 870 871 872

877 879 880 881

883 884 885 887 888

890 891 893 895
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PREMIUM RANGE:  
Available square edge only

Greystone NebulaWhite Levanto Marble White Matt Nebula

Truff le Brown  
Davos Oak

Anthracite Metal 
Fabric

Dark Grey Chicago 
Concrete

Black Gold Metal Slate

Grey Nebraska OakNatural Halifax OakSand Orleans Oak

Blackstone Nebula

Whitestone Nebula
SQUARE EDGED 
PROFILING

POST FORMED 
EDGE

GABLE ENDS

Elevate your surface spaces with a 
raised gable end, the perfect place to 
share cocktails with friends and tidy 
away the barstools when you’re done. 
Available in square edged 40mm and 
21mm, in all worktop colours.

Our wide range of worktop finishes gives you complete creative control over the base tones and textures of your new space. 

We use the highest quality laminates, which provides peace of mind regarding sunlight damage, scratching, abrasion, coffee stains, tea stains, 
red wine, ink and small burns. No surprise that they hold the FIRA Gold Award for product excellence. 

THE CUTTING EDGE

Our worktops are available in both square edged  
and post formed. 
Square (top image) is the more versatile, available  
in 40mm and 21mm. 
Post formed (bottom image) features a slightly  
curved profile.

BACKBOARDS & UPSTANDS

A practical feature provides an opportunity to 
express your style. An alternative to tiling can be 
extending the attractive worktop surface onto the 
back wall to protect from splashes and staining.

Available in all worktop colours.

WORKTOPS STANDARD RANGE:  
Available post-formed and square edge

Light Grey Chicago 
Concrete

White Carrara Marble White Sparkle Grain

Pasadena Pine

Grey Sparkle Grain Bronze Chromix Black Sparkle Grain

Walnut ButcherblockGrey Bardolino OakOak Butcherblock

Black Pietra Grigio

Light Grey Valmasino 
Marble
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The lighting scheme in your kitchen is 
essential to achieving the desired impact. 
Both practical and aesthetic considerations 
are critical to the design, our lighting 
collection will bring your kitchen to life.  

UNDER UNIT LED STRIP LINK LIGHTS 
3 watt, 222mm long/5 watt, 343mm long
8 watt, 526mm long/16 watt, 904mm long

GLASS SHELF LIGHT

BLACK LIT SHELF  
in sizes 600 or 900mm

LIGHTING UNDER CABINET  
STRIP LIGHTING

SHELF LIGHTING

ROUND DOWNLIGHT

SQUARE LIGHT

3 bezel colours included -  
stainless steel, white and black

RECTANGULAR LIGHT  
Brushed Aluminium

TRIANGULAR LIGHT RECTANGULAR LIGHT  
Black

TABLET LIGHT

3 bezel colours included -  
stainless steel, white and black

ROUND PLINTH LIGHT

SQUARE PLINTH LIGHT

SQUARE LIGHT 
Stainless Steel only

UNDER CABINET LIGHTING PLINTH  LIGHTING
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LED 2m Strip Light Cover

FLEXIBLE POINT LIGHT
1m strip light, 4 watts
2m strip light, 8 watts
5m strip light, 20 watts

FLEXIBLE SOLID LIGHT
2m strip, 12 watts/5m strip, 30 watts

BENDABLE POINT LIGHT  
5m reel, 24 watts

2.5m Light Cover set for Inset/Oblique
Internal corner and external corner

Pop Up Socket, stainless steel, spring loaded,  
manual pull, 3 power sockets, 2 USB sockets.

Smart 24v driver with kinetic switch
The Wireless Kinetic Switch System enables lights to be 
operated by an app or with Amazon Alexa & Google 

Assistant for voice activated commands

15 watt driver, 4 ports / 30 watt driver, 6 portsSpeak to your retailer about any drivers, connectors or sensors that may be required for your lighting arrangements.

FLEXIBLE STRIP LIGHTING SOCKETS & SWITCHES
ORDERLY

EFFICIENT

COORDINATED

CAPACITY

SPACE

STORAGE &  
ORGANISATION
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ORGANISATION & STORAGE

A fully functional, highly organised kitchen is also a beautiful one.  
Especially when it comes with a host of ingenious features and  
accessories, designed to make life easier, whilst looking great as well.

To maximise space and 
provide fully accessible 
storage, a range of 
practical and decorative 
storage solutions are 
available in a variety of 
different sized base, wall, 
dresser and larder units.

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

L-SHAPED  
CORNER UNITS 

Designed to utilise the hard-to-
reach corners of a kitchen, our 
L-Shape units provide optimum 
ease of access and valuable 
extra capacity.

CUTLERY DIVIDERS 

Drawer organisation for cutlery 
and utensils is available in a variety 
of different sizes and finishes. Your 
retailer will advise, to suit the width 
of your drawers.

WASTE RECYCLING

A variety of high quality pull-out bin 
options are available in multiple sizes. 
They provide a practical solution to your 
waste and recycling requirements.
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Standard Pull Out System  
300mm, 400mm, 500mm 

Swing Pull Out System 300mm  
(Only available in Aluminium)

LeMans Corner Base System 
Easy access into corner cupboards 450mm, 500mm, 600mm

During the kitchen planning process it’s useful 
to design, not just how you’d like the space 
to look, but just as importantly, how you 
typically use your space every day; Where are 
the pots and pans kept? How easy is it to see 
the contents at the back of my shelves? Can I 
actually reach every area of my cabinets?

All of our kitchens come with the optional 
addition of Clever Storage products from 
Kesseböhmer, that means your new kitchen 
design won’t just look great, but will make time 
spent unpacking shopping, preparing meals, and 
tidying up both quick and easy.

CLEVER STORAGE

MAKING YOUR NEW KITCHEN AS  
FUNCTIONAL AS IT IS ATTRACTIVE

Convoy System 600mm

IMOVE Pull Down Wall System Unit 600mm

Tandem System 500mm

Experience the design every time you reach for a pot or pan with the LeMans Corner 
Storage system, awarded the Red Dot Design for outstanding design achievements.
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NOVA 1.0 Bowl 
Undermount 

Small

NOVA 1.0 Bowl 
Undermount Large

NOVA 1.5 Bowl 
Undermount

JUPITER 
1.5 Bowl 

(reversible)

EUROPA 1.0 Bowl 
Compact

TITAN 1.0 Inset Bowl

EUROPA 1.5  
Inset Bowl

EUROPA 1.0 Inset 
Bowl

TITAN 1.0 Inset 
Bowl Compact

TITAN 1.5 Inset Bowl

BELFAST 1.0 
Bowl Sink

PORTLAND 1.0 Bowl

LIBRA 1.0 Bowl Small LIBRA 1.0 Bowl

SATURN 
1.0 Bowl 

Undermount 

SATURN  
1.5 Bowl

Undermount

LIBRA 1.5 Bowl

PORTLAND 1.5 Bowl

HYDRA 1.5 
Bowl (Grey)

HYDRA 1.0  
Bowl (White)

HYDRA 1.5 
Bowl (White)

HYDRA 1.0 
Bowl (Black)

HYDRA 1.5 
Bowl (Black)

HYDRA 1.0 
Bowl (Grey)

English Rose’s sleek stainless steel products are made of the highest grade steel 
available, which is resistant to staining, rusting and corrosion. 

BELFAST 2.0 
Bowl Sink

Our HYDRA sinks offer 
a striking impression or a 
classic style. The 80% quartz 
granite also has anti-bacterial 
properties, as well as being 
resistant to heat, burns and 
stains.

SINKS & TAPS

CHARON Chrome ELARA Chrome

ERIS Brushed IDA White

LEDA White

CHARON Black

IDA Black

LEDA ChromeCORA Brushed

CHARON Grey

LIBERTY Chrome 

IDA Brushed

LEDA BlackCOX CRUCIFORM  
Chrome

CHARON Brushed

SWAN Chrome IDA Chrome

LEDA Brushed

FLEXIO 
Chrome 

CHARON White

EVA Brushed IDA Grey

LEDA Grey

U NECK SINGLE 
LEVER  

Chrome

Y E A R
G U A R A N T E E

on all doors and accessories

15
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OUR VIRTUAL SHOWROOM

Bring our stunning showroom into your home with our virtual 3D tour.  
Explore over 60 different kitchen displays from the comfort of your home.

FIND A SHOWROOM

Our kitchens are available through a range of retail partners across 
the UK. Find your nearest showroom to discuss your individual 
requirements and bring your dream kitchen to life.

KITCHEN VISUALISER

Use our online kitchen tool to visualise your dream kitchen. Visualise all 
of our ranges in any colour with a choice of worktops and accessories.

www.erkitchens.co.uk

DISCOVER MORE ONLINE
Abbey 77

Abbey Painted 76

Affinity Painted 28

Classic Painted 63

Concept Painted 58

Contemporary 40

Davenport Painted 72

Fusion 34

Fusion Painted 36

Fusion Shaker 52

Heritage Painted 74

Logica 27

Moda 54

Moda Painted 56

Oblique Gloss 30

Oblique Painted 32

Opaco Painted 22/24/38 

Richmond Painted 73

Shaker Ivory 61

Shaker Lissa Oak Wood 64

Shaker Painted 60

Shaker Sand Oak 57/65

Shaker Sand Oak Wood 64

Shaker Wood Painted 62

Signature Painted 53

Sovereign 46 

Sovereign Painted 48

Stately Shaker Painted 70

Sterling Painted 50

Super Gloss 26

Super Matt 16

Zest 39

AN
NIVERSARY

A
N

N IV E R S ARY

25
YEARS

EXCEPT IONAL BR IT I SH K ITCHENSEXCEPT IONAL BR IT I SH K ITCHENS

For more information and up to date ranges, please visit: erkitchens.co.uk

All images in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only.
In the interest of product development, we reserve the right to change colours, specifications and design without prior notice. 
Whilst the colours in the brochures are matched as closely as possible, we cannot guarantee exact replication of colour or finish 
and therefore recommend visiting your nearest retailer to view a sample before placing your order.
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